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Research Matrix for Genetic Diseases 
Activity Guide v1.5 
 
Overview 
“Systems thinking” is considered an important skill for genetics and cell biology. This 
activity models the use of a systems matrix for researching and conceptualising 
genetic disease.  Use of the matrix is taught through three scaffolded case studies. In 
the third activity, students select a genetic disease and research its cause and 
effects, beginning with some suggested links and then undertaking independent 
research to complete the systems matrix. Skills relating to in-text referencing are also 
introduced. This activity can form the initial stages of a depth study into a genetic 
disease or be used alone to build understanding of genetic disease, systems thinking 
and research skills. 
 
Assumed knowledge 
-DNA and polypeptide synthesis 
-Types of mutation 
-Mendelian inheritance (dominant/recessive, carriers etc) 
 
Activity outcomes 
Students: 
- investigate the cause, symptoms, treatment and population frequency of a genetic 
disease and associated variant(s). 
- consider the importance of polypeptide synthesis in the context of a genetic disease 
- demonstrate vertical and horizontal connections within and between levels of 
biological organisation (molecular, cellular, organ, organism and population). 
- find and process secondary information to answer questions, and acknowledge 
sources. 
 
Syllabus Connections NSW HSC Biology 
Heredity 

• model the process of polypeptide synthesis, including: 
– analysing the function and importance of polypeptide synthesis  
– assessing how genes and environment affect phenotypic expression  

• investigate the structure and function of proteins in living things 
• collect, record and present data to represent frequencies of characteristics in a population, in 

order to identify trends, patterns, relationships and limitations in data 
Genetic Change 

• compare the causes, processes and effects of different types of mutation 
Causes and Responses of Non-infectious Diseases 

• investigate the causes and effects of non-infectious diseases in humans, including but not 
limited to:   

– genetic diseases 
• investigate the treatment/management, and possible future directions for further research, of a 

non-infectious disease using an example from one of the non-infectious diseases categories 
listed above       

Conducting Investigations 
• select and extract information from a wide range of reliable secondary sources and 

acknowledge them using an accepted referencing style 
Processing Data and Information 

• select qualitative and quantitative data and information and represent them using a range of 
formats, digital technologies and appropriate media 

Analysing Data and Information 
• derive trends, patterns and relationships in data and information 

Communicating 
• select and use suitable forms of digital, visual, written and/or oral communication    
• select and apply appropriate scientific notations, nomenclature and scientific language to 

communicate in a variety of contexts 
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Application notes 
The way a student conceptualises genetics has been shown to impact their ability to 
learn the mechanisms of cell biology and inheritance. In particular, many students 
struggle to reconcile understanding about DNA at the molecular level with their 
understanding of alleles and heredity (Duncan & Reiser, 2007; Haskel-Ittah & 
Yarden, 2018). The ability to think across and between levels of biological 
organisation is called “systems thinking”, and is considered a crucial skill for 
understanding genetics and cell biology (R. P. Verhoeff, Waarlo, & Boersma, 
2008).The use of case studies has been recommended to model connections 
between levels, focussing on the protein as an often-forgotten link between gene and 
phenotype (Reinagel & Bray Speth, 2016).  
 
The matrix presented in this activity encourages students to develop a concept map 
to model understanding of a genetic disease. This framework is based on a systems 
thinking approach by Verhoeff, Boerwinkel and Waarlo (R. Verhoeff, Boerwinkel, & 
Waarlo). They proposed this strategy to reduce the cognitive overload of a crowded 
genetics curriculum by producing a cohesive narrative and organisational framework 
as a context for student learning. The use of concept maps of biological systems not 
only provides meta-cognitive feedback to students but can also help teachers to 
identify gaps in student understanding and target explicit instruction (Tripto, Assaraf, 
& Amit, 2018).  
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Activity Guide 
 
Case study 1- modelling the matrix 
 
Using the provided power-point presentation associated with this activity, use the 
systems matrix to introduce a genetic disease called Phenylketonuria. This first 
demonstration of the matrix includes only the basics of the disease. Explain to 
students that their own matrix should include as much detail as possible, although 
not every box needs to be filled.  
 
You may like to read the following synopsis of PKU before beginning the table. 
 

Phenylketonuria is an autosomal recessive condition that affects 1 in 10,000 
to 15,000 newborns. If left untreated, PKU can cause developmental delay 
including severe intellectual disability and seizures as well as other health 
problems. PKU is caused by changes in the PAH gene, which codes for a 
protein called phenylalanine hydroxylase, an enzyme that metabolises the 
amino acid phenylalanine. Mutations that cause PKU result in reduced 
production and function of the enzyme, which means that phenylalanine 
builds up to toxic levels in the body. This causes damage to nerves and other 
tissues. All newborns in Australia are screened for PKU at birth. If high levels 
of phenylalanine are detected, the babies will be treated with a strict diet that 
eliminates phenylalanine. This treatment, if maintained lifelong, successfully 
prevents brain damage and other symptoms of PKU. 

 
Case study 2- guided practice 
 
Note: A full teacher guide is available, which contains an exemplar matrix for Sickle 
Cell Disease. Teachers can email kccgeducation@garvan.org.au to gain access to 
our folder of teacher guides. 
Studies have shown that students unfamiliar with systems thinking need practice to 
conceptualise genetic disease in this way (Reinagel & Bray Speth, 2016). If desired, 
a second case study can be mapped as a class before students undertake 
independent research. To scaffold the necessary skills, in this section students 
should practice obtaining information from references. At least two sources should be 
provided (eg the text book and one printed information source, or 2-3 links if internet 
access is available). Students can work in pairs or small groups, scanning one 
reference each then working together to complete the matrix, using colour or number 
coding to indicate the source of each piece of information. Printing the matrix onto A3 
paper (or using an electronic version) could make this easier. Sometimes it will not 
be completely obvious which box a fact should go in, but they should organise the 
details in a way that makes sense to them. Students should also practice writing a 
bibliography entry for each of the references used. 
Sickle Cell Disease makes a great case study due to the interesting population-level 
concept of balanced selection (maintenance of the sickle cell trait due to malaria 
resistance in heterozygotes). The following links contain printable fact sheets suitable 
for this activity: 
 
From Genetics Home Reference, U.S. National Library of Medicine 
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/condition/sickle-cell-disease (click “Printable PDF” top right) 
 
From the Centre for Genetics Education, NSW Health 
http://www.genetics.edu.au/publications-and-resources/facts-sheets/fact-sheet-44-
sickle-cell-disease 
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Case study 3- independent research 
 
If this activity is being used as part of a depth study or other research task, students 
should next work to complete the matrix for their chosen genetic disease. A selection 
of genetic diseases with suggested initial references can be found in the Genetic 
Diseases Resource Guide associated with this activity. Students can choose from 
these diseases or any other genetic disease. It is recommended that students begin 
their investigation by searching for the disease in the Genetic Home Reference 
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/. Further research can then be based on “gaps” in the 
research matrix. Each piece of information should be coded using colours or 
numbers to indicate its source.  
 
Once the research matrix is complete. Students should write a summary of the 
genetic disease based on their research matrix (the PKU summary in section 1 could 
serve as an exemplar). Students should be encouraged to write their summary using 
the matrix but without looking back at their references. This can help them to 
synthesise multiple sources of information and write in their own words. School-
specific referencing styles can be applied to this task (for example, by turning the 
colour or number code into correctly formatted APA or Harvard in-text citations). 
 
Credits 
This activity was written by Lauren McKnight and Bronwyn Terrill 
Education and Communication Team 
Kinghorn Centre for Clinical Genomics, Garvan Institute of Medical Research 
 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License 
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References- track which information is from which source using numbers in the table. This will help with referencing later 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Level of organisation Normal/physiological function Abnormal/pathological change Approaches to 
treatment/management 

DNA 
Genes 
Mutation 
Genetic technologies 

   

Protein and  
function 
 
Cellular processes 
Drug targets 

   

Organ 
 
Function 
Dysfunction 

   

Organism  
 
Symptoms 
Environmental 
influence 

   

Population 
 
Prevalence 
Screening 
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Case Study 1- PKU (from Powerpoint presentation) 
 

 
 


